CASE STUDY
KLOSTERQUELL HOFER
(TWIST & DRINK)

The well-known manufacturer of Twist & Drink uses
the ecosio Integration Hub to connect with commercial
business partners.

Austria’s traditional colorful and fruity ‘twist and drink’ beverages have been a hit with children for over 40
years. The family-owned company uses fresh mountain water from its own springs at the foot of Austria’s
Schneeberg. Klosterquell Hofer produces 50 million bottles a year, of which approximately 80% are exported
to over 20 countries around the world.

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

✓

✓

Lack of in-house knowledge concerning how to generate and exchange structured purchase orders, shipping orders and invoices

✓

from their SAP Business One ERP system
Klosterquell Hofer was in need of guidance and management of
partner onboarding as well as ongoing support with regard to
monitoring and error resolution

✓

Managed EDI services with conversion / routing (incl. onboarding, testing, go-live, and continuous monitoring)

.
.

Connections to many partners across Austria and Germany
(from Spar to Metro) established via AS2 and X.400
Incoming: orders (ORDERS)
Outgoing: invoices (INVOIC), shipping orders (DESADV)

“On a scale from 1 to 10, they’re a perfect 10!"
- Ingrid Adrigan
Head of Logistics
KLOSTERQUELL HOFER
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THE PROBLEM
‘Dreh und Trink’ was distributed in Germany by sportfit Fruchtsaft GmbH
& Co. KG. until 2012, and in Austria by Maresi Austria GmbH until 2014. The
foundation of Klosterquell Vertriebs GmbH and the ensuing restructuring of
distribution channels allowed for a centrally focused market entry for the first
time, and the family-owned business became a direct trade partner.
The transition to in-house distribution brought new challenges for data
interchange and communication with partners. Structured purchase orders,
shipping orders, and invoicing data were included in Klosterquell’s SAP
Business One System; however they lacked in-house know-how for creating
EDI connections with external partners and for performing EDI conversions.
Managed EDI services seemed the obvious choice: “Our primary goal was
to provide excellent customer service”, explains Ingrid Adrigan, Director of
Logistics / Internal Sales, “especially since in-house EDI ties up resources
and costs for infrastructure, personnel, and maintenance.”

THE SOLUTION
As Klosterquell Hofer was looking to connect a great

During the project ecosio also worked closely with

number of partners with a wide variety of different

Klosterquell’s SAP customizer to integrate the EDI

systems and standards, the ecosio Integration Hub

functionality into Klosterquell’s ERP system.

presented the perfect solution.
As successful EDI is an ongoing process, ecosio and
ecosio offers a single point of contact. Through

Klosterquell’s cooperation has also continued beyond

ecosio's Integration Hub all messages are automatically

the EDI launch. Thanks to ecosio’s monitoring and

translated into the appropriate format, while outgoing

proactive error resolution, virtually no ongoing in-house

messages are sent to partners via the required protocols.

effort is required from Klosterquell. As Ingrid Adrigan
notes, “when a problem arises or data can’t be

Following connection of Klosterquell Hofer to the

transferred, ecosio informs us immediately, and the

ecosio Integration Hub, ecosio is now responsible for

problem is solved almost as quickly”.

all EDI partner onboardings, from initial setup to the
monitoring and maintenance of protocols (AS2, X.400,
SFTP, OFTP2, IMAP / SMTP or web services).

A BRIEF TIMELINE
The project began in 2012 with Klosterquell Hofer's

most important Austrian supermarkets, including Spar,

takeover of distribution and trademark rights from

REWE, MPreis, Kastner, etc., via EDI.

sportfit Fruchtsaft GmbH & Co.KG. Following this
takeover, ecosio was enlisted to help connect German
trading partners such as EDEKA, Metro, Markant,

In a nutshell:

REWE, etc.

✓ Launch of EDI for Klosterquell Germany: 2012–2013

On 1 December 2014 Klosterquell Hofer Vertriebs GmbH

✓ Cooperation with Klosterquell‘s SAP customizer

✓ Launch of EDI for Klosterquell Austria: 2014–2015

took over the distribution rights to ‘Dreh and Trink’. To
facilitate this, ecosio connected Klosterquell with the

Connected partners: 21 in Germany, 10 in Austria

WHAT THEY SAID
“ecosio is an innovative, young company that responds to client needs.
We’re incredibly satisfied and would confidently recommend their services.
On a scale from 1 to 10, they’re a perfect 10!”
- Ingrid Adrigan
Head of Logistics
KLOSTERQUELL HOFER
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of our customer
expectations are
met or exceeded

sav

92%

40%

WHY TRUST ECOSIO?

88%

of IT decision makers realise
savings and accelerate speed
when switching to ecosio

THESE COMPANIES PLACE
THEIR TRUST IN ECOSIO

The well-known manufacturer uses ecosio’s Integration Hub to reduce
complexity and costs.

With ecosio’s routing and
mapping expertise Hilti is
able to automate its customer processes in Europe.

UK-based Modiano is one
of the world’s pre-eminent
wool traders and processors who selected ecosio
for their strategic EDI partnership.

All of FUBA’s clients and
suppliers are fully automatically connected to the
FUBA system thanks to
ecosio API and Web EDI.

With just one connection,
Switzerland’s largest retail
company reaches all EDI
partners and routes all EDI
data exchange using routing.

With ecosio’s Integration
Hub, the data exchange
processes of all eurotrade
shops in the Munich Airport run smoothly and efficiently.

For its brand PowerBar, Active Nutrition is building up
an independent EDI infrastructure to connect to all
its partners with the ecosio
Integreation Hub

International automotive
supplier manages EDI using ecosio API.

ecosio helped Austria’s only
listed beverage group to reduce the cost of electronic
messaging by 50%

The frozen poducts specialist relies on routing and
mapping for transmitting
fTRACE data to GS1 Germany.

This plastic industry heavyweight counts on ecosio’s
direct EDI integration with
ProALPHA to connect
their international clients
and suppliers.

Data exchange with clients
and suppliers is fully automated thanks to the native
integration of ecosio using
the EPO Connector and
the ecosio Web EDI portal.

Ospelt depends on ecosio’s routing expertise for
cost-efficient routing and
enjoys all the advantages
of a regular X.400 box.

In addition to routing, electrical wholesaler Sonepar
relies on Master Data from
ecosio for master data
communication.

The IT distributor relies on
ecosio to send and track
ZUGFeRD invoices efficiently.

ecosio routing enables
Tyrolit, an abrasive products manufacturer, to
flexibly fulfil new data exchange requirements.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

GET IN TOUCH

Want to find out more about ecosio’s solution? Get in touch
for a personal consultation where we can help to assess your
individual needs.

UK +44 20 3369 5760
AT +43 1 996 2106-0
DE +49 89 125 0323 60

edi@ecosio.com
www.ecosio.com

